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0 In the year 2003 four analyzes, based on te ata If the mass of such higgs is above treshold ofthe
collected by the DELPHI experiment at LEP in decay into pair of' beauty hadrons final state wt fur
CERN, were finalized. jets dominate. Unfortunately this channel is \y

1. Measurement of the b - sg branching ratio difficult to aproach from the experimental point f
.ew. The DELPHI experiment is the only one, out of'

It is well known that analysis of penguin decays of vI
beauty hadrons could be used to search fr te so four LEP experiments, which successfully analyzed

called new physics phenomena. One of the most this channel.
difficult, frorn the experimental point of view, is the 3. Search for Yukawa produced neutral higgses
penguin decay ofb quark into s quark and guon. Te decayed into 1� f
Standard Model dagram o. ' such decay is shown in If te mass of the neutral hiauses is below
Fic,.1, whereas possible additional dagrarn in the threshold of the decay into beauty hadrons and above
Minimal Supersyrnmetric Standard Model is shown in threshold of the decay into pair of r leptons ta te
F I g 2 later one is the dominant channel. Yukawa roduction

of such decaying licenses anifests itself in two final

states, one with two pairs (4-c topology) and one

with bb pair and f pair (2b2,c topology) Tree

independent analyzes (two for the 4c channel and one
for te 2b2-c channel) were performed. No excess was
found what allowed to set limits on the 2HDM ha"s

Fig. I Fig. 2 sector.
These analyzes ormed the base of the Ph.D.

Significant enhancement of b --> sg branching ratio dissertation ofJulia Hoffman.
could be nterpreted as a snal o new physics. Te
analysis of 1363K hadronic decays of te Z boson, 4. Higgs to higgs decays within 2HDM
collected by the DELPHI detector in 1994, as been Within 2HDM model there is possibility tat

heavier hggs particles could decays into lighter ones.performed. Excellent resolution f the vertex detector Ive,
of DELPHI allowed to overcome an overwhelming These channels are shown in Fig. 6.
background ad measure the branching atio of' t b

quark decay into the s quark and guon to be 0.0 18
0.017 which is consistent wth pevious measurements
and the Standard Model pediction.

This analysis was te subject of the Ph.D. thesis of
Krzysztof Nawrocki.
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2. Search for Yukawa produced neutral higgses
in the 4b channel

Two Maas Doublet Model (2HDM) is the ost
I 11(yas sectorsimple extension of the I of' te Standard

Model. It predicts existence of ive (instead of' one)
0higgs particles. In this model very light scalar I , 01'igC1

pseudoscalar AO higgs is not yet experimentally
excluded.

Fig. 6
t-

It is expected that decays into beauty hadrons ae
the main decay channels of ghter higgs particle in the
processes shown in Fg 6 Dedicated analysis of tese
channels was designed and applied to te data
collected at the highest energies o LEP2 phase oftheZ�

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 Fig. DELPHI experiment. No sgnificant excess ws

It is possible that the only open poduction channel found.
for such particle is a Yukawa process (its diagrarn is Analyzes 2 3 4 were described in the DELPHI
shown in Fg. 5, because hiausstrahlung pocess (Fig. publication Search foi- Neutral Higgs Bosons HI

Extended Models CERN-EP/2003-061 submitted to
3) and pair production pocess (Figg. 4) could be the European Physics Journal.
suppressed or beyond knernatic limit.


